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a b s t r a c t 

Based on an improved neuron model with electromagnetic induction being considered, the 

phase synchronization approaching is investigated on a four-variable Hindmarsh–Rose neu- 

ron model by describing the electromagnetic induction with magnetic flux. The effect of 

time-varying electromagnetic field is described by magnetic flux and the coupling of elec- 

tromagnetic field is also described by exchange of magnetic flux. It is found that magnetic 

flux coupling between neurons can induce perfect phase synchronization, the Lyapunov 

exponent spectrum and local Lyapunov dimension are calculated by using wolf scheme 

to detect phase synchronization of chaotic time series for membrane potentials. These re- 

sults confirmed that neurons exposed to external electromagnetic field can induce phase 

synchronization and appropriate behaviors can be selected. It could give new mechanism 

explanation for phase synchronization by applying field coupling between neurons. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Synchronization and anti-synchronization between nonlinear dynamical systems are interesting phenomena, and thus

consensus behaviors can be detected. It began from motion of reversed pendulums carried out by Huygens in 1673 [1] ,

phase synchronization or rhythm synchronization has been investigated extensively in different systems. Another interesting

example in ecology is that many glowworm can assemble together and shine synchronously [2] . Similar phenomena can

be observed in chemical waves [3] . Furthermore, synchronization between chaotic systems began to dram much attention

for many researchers since the breakthrough in chaotic circuit finished by Pecora and Carroll in 1990, and the concept of

chaos synchronization is defined [4] . Synchronization between chaotic systems mainly discussed complete synchronization,

generalized synchronization, phase synchronization, lag synchronization. The investigation for synchronization for oscillators,

neuronal activities could be of importance for understand some complex phenomena and also could be helpful for potential

application in secure communication, parameter estimation in dynamical systems. As a result, and many effective schemes

are proposed to realize synchronization and control of chaos, hyperchaos, and spatiotemporal chaos [5-17] . For example,

synchronization transition [10] of chaotic behaviors can be induced by adjusting bifurcation parameter and coupling inten-
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sity. Ref [14] . discussed the mixed synchronization and parameter estimation in chaotic Hindmarsh–Rose neuron model. Ref.

[17] suggested nonlinear analysis can be used to predict the collapse of neuronal network. For a brief review, readers can

find survey in Refs. [18,19] and references therein. For identical dynamical systems, complete synchronization can be en-

hanced and developed from phase synchronization, which requires rhythm consensus while amplitude diversity occurs, by

increasing the coupling intensity. In fact, realistic dynamical systems could be different in structure and parameter setting,

thus phase synchronization could be available than complete synchronization. 

In neuronal system, electrical activities can show multiple modes such as quiescent, spiking, bursting and even chaotic

behaviors by applying different forcing currents on the neuron. And interspike interval (ISI) is often calculated to detect

the mode transition of electrical activities. For example, Riehle et al., [20] investigated the rhythm synchronization between

different neurons and the existence of synchronization region in brain has been confirmed. Indeed, phase synchronization

in different regions of brain is associated with complex biological function. Furthermore, Montgomery [21] et al. observed

the synchronization of gamma wave. More researchers used to investigate the dynamical properties within the well known

neuron models [ 22–28 ], while some researchers prefer to setting new reliable neuron models to be consistent with biologi-

cal experiments [ 29 –32 ]. For example, Gu et al. [30] proposed a new neuron model to detect complex dynamical behaviors

in electrical activities in larger parameter region. Song et al. [31] investigate the biological function of autapse connection

to neurons, further comments can be found in the review [19] . For realistic neuronal systems composed of a large number

of neurons with diversity(non-identical neurons), it is very important to investigate the consensus of collective behaviors

thus synchronization is discussed on neuronal networks [ 32–34 ]. In fact, the collective behaviors and synchronization tran-

sition of network could be dependent on the local kinetics of the nodes, and it is important to find reliable neuron model

to describe the local kinetics of the neuronal network. The author of this paper argued that the effect of electromagnetic

induction should be considered during the fluctuation of inter-cellular and extra-cellular ion concentration because time-

varying electromagnetic field can be triggered and set up. On the other hand, the exchange of ion channel current can also

change the distribution of electromagnetic field in the media. Therefore, magnetic flux and memristor are used to develop

a more reliable neuron model [35] . It is interesting to find electromagnetic radiation can induce multiple modes of elec-

trical activities [36] , and also phase synchronization and double coherence resonance [37] under phase noise. Indeed, due

to diversity of realistic systems, phase synchronization [38] between coupled oscillators and/neurons could be more accept-

able than complete synchronization. Within the synchronization problems, conditional Lyapunov exponents are calculated to 

find the threshold for coupling intensity. For two identical oscillators or neurons, appropriate coupling intensity can realize

complete synchronization and phase synchronization. For non-identical oscillators, phase synchronization becomes available 

under coupling, and the Largest Lyapunov exponent and Lyapunov dimension given by Kaplan–Yorke formula with respect

to finite time Lyapunov exponents are often calculated to detect the synchronization approaching. Researchers prefer to us-

ing the standard algorithm proposed by wolf [39] , and some researchers [40,41] gave further feasible discussion about the

calculating about Lyapunov exponents, which show some difference by setting different initials even the parameters are

fixed. 

Synapse connection is effective to propagate signals between neurons, the chemical or electrical synapse can make neu-

ron become excitatory or inhibitory as well. In fact, the neuronal system consists of a large number of neurons and complete

synchronization or being behavior consensus could be difficult due to the diversity of neuron, it is interesting to find an-

other effective way for signal communication between neurons. Indeed, rhythm and phase synchronization can be effective

for signal exchange and information encoding between neurons. Besides the synapse coupling, there could be other ways to

realize signals between neurons. In this paper, we suggested that neurons can exchange signals by setting different electro-

magnetic field and magnetic flux coupling could be available in physical view. 

2. Model description and scheme 

Considered the effect of electromagnetic induction, magnetic flux is introduced into the previous Hindmarsh–Rose neuron

model, and the electrical activities of isolate neuron will be described by the four-variable dynamical equations [35,36] . Two

neurons are coupled by magnetic flux, and the dynamical equations for the drive and response systems can be described as

follows ⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

˙ x 1 = y 1 − a x 1 
3 + b x 1 

2 − z 1 + I ext − kρ(ϕ) x 1 

˙ y 1 = c − d x 1 
2 − y 1 

˙ z 1 = r[ s ( x 1 + 1 . 6) − z 1 ] 

˙ ϕ 1 = k 1 x 1 − k 2 ϕ 1 + D ( ϕ 2 − ϕ 1 ) 

(1) 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

˙ x 2 = y 2 − a x 2 
3 + b x 2 

2 − z 2 + I ext − kρ(ϕ) x 2 

˙ y 2 = c − d x 2 
2 − y 2 

˙ z 2 = r[ s ( x 2 + 1 . 6) − z 2 ] 

˙ ϕ 2 = k 1 x 2 − k 2 ϕ 2 + D ( ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 ) 

(2) 

where x, y, z, ϕ describes the membrane potential, recovery variable for slow current and adaption current, respectively.

I ext is the external forcing current, and a,b,c,d,r,s are parameters, k,k ,k are feedback gains, ϕ is the magnetic flux across
1 2 
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Fig. 1. Sampled time series for membrane potentials are calculated by setting different external forcing current, for (a) I ext = 1.9, (b) I ext = 2.5, (c) I ext = 5.0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the membrane. The memductance of memristor is defined by ρ( ϕ) = α + 3 βϕ2 . Parameters are often selected as a = 1 , b = 3 ,

c = 1 , d = 5 , r = 0.006 , s = 4 , k = 0.4 , k 1 = 0.9 , k 2 = 0.5 , α = 0.4 , β = 0.02 . For neurons, phase information could be more impor-

tant than the amplitude, as a result, phase synchronization in electrical activities could be more interesting and important

than complete synchronization because most of the neurons in the neuronal system could be different. Firstly, it is critical to

calculate the phase series from the sampled time series for membrane potentials. It is believed that Hilbert transformation

can be effective to detect the phase series from the sampled time series of detectable variable. Sometimes, phase informa-

tion can also be calculated by detecting the times of sampled time series ( t 1 ,t 2 ,…t n …) across the Poincare section ( extreme

oscillation method ) , and the phase [38] is calculated by 

ψ(t) = 2 π
t − t n 

t n +1 − t n 
+ 2 πn, t n < t < t n +1 (3)

And the phase difference between two neurons is also defined by 

�ψ(t) = | ψ 1 (t) − ψ 2 (t) | (4)

While the variable difference between membrane potentials for the two neurons are given with 

�δ(t) = x 1 (t) − x 2 (t) (5)

3. Numerical results and discussion 

Fourth Runge–Kutta algorithm is used for numerical calculation by setting time step h = 0.01. The initial values are se-

lected as x 1 (0) = 0.01, y 1 (0) = 0.02, z 1 (0) = 0.003, ϕ1 (0) = 1.01, x 2 (0) = 0.01, y 2 (0) = 0.02, z 2 (0) = 0.003, ϕ2 (0) = 0.001, then dif-

ferent external forcing currents are imposed on the neuron by setting I ext = 1.9, I ext = 2.5, I ext = 5.0, and the sampled time

series for membrane potentials are calculated in Fig. 1 . 

The results in Fig. 1 confirmed that bursting states can be enhanced with increasing the external forcing current. It is

interesting to investigate the bursting synchronization under magnetic flux coupling with appropriate coupling intensity

being considered, the results are plotted in Fig. 2 . 

It finds in Fig. 2 that intermittent phase lock emerges by setting smaller coupling intensity, and phase difference is

greatly decreased for approaching phase synchronization by furthering increasing the coupling intensity of magnetic flux.

Perfect phase synchronization is reached when the coupling intensity is beyond D = 0.4. Indeed, phase synchronization is
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Fig. 2. Sampled time series for phase difference and variable difference are calculated at fixed external forcing current I ext = 1.9. For coupling intensity 

(a)(b) D = 0.01, (c)(d) D = 0.1, (e)(f) D = 0.4. The initial values for drive and driven system are selected as x 1 (0) = 0.01, y 1 (0) = 0.02, z 1 (0) = 0.003, ϕ1 (0) = 1.01, 

x 2 (0) = 0.01, y 2 (0) = 0.02, z 2 (0) = 0.003, ϕ2 (0) = 0.01. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

kept while complete synchronization is out of stability even the coupling intensity of magnetic flux is increased greatly, it

is different from the case coupled by membrane potential. Furthermore, the external forcing current is increased to check

the synchronization behavior, and the results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . 

It is found that increasing coupling intensity of magnetic flux can suppress the variable difference intermittently, and

phase synchronization can be realized when the coupling intensity is beyond certain threshold. It is confirmed that the

threshold for phase synchronization is increased when larger forcing current is applied. Furthermore, stronger external forc-

ing current is imposed on the neuron, and the dynamical response of neuronal activities is plotted in Fig. 4 . With further

increasing the external forcing current, phase error shows intermittent jumps and the variable errors fluctuate beyond zero.

Phase synchronization can be reached by selecting appropriate coupling intensity of magnetic flux while the variable error

shows much diversity in time. It is interesting to detect the occurrence of chaos and check whether the developed state is

dependent on the initial setting because dynamical systems composed of memristor are often dependent on initial settings.

As a result, the largest Lyapunov exponent for the drive-driven system is calculated under different initial values for mag-

netic flux. For simplicity, other initial values are fixed at x 1 (0) = 0.01, y 1 (0) = 0.02, z 1 (0) = 0.003, x 2 (0) = 0.01, y 2 (0) = 0.02,

z 2 (0) = 0.003, ϕ2 (0) = 0.01, and the initial value for magnetic flux ϕ 10 = ϕ 0 in the drive system is changed, and the distribu-

tion for largest Lyapunov exponent is calculated in Fig. 5 . 

It is confirmed that the largest Lyapunov exponent is dependent on the initial selection, and chaotic behaviors can be

generated with different positive Lyapunov exponents. As a result, these initial-independent dynamical systems [42] can be

effective to select appropriate dynamical response by setting appropriate initials for the system, it could be associated with

the memristor effect. We also extensively calculated the distribution of largest Lyapunov exponent and Lyapunov dimension

by setting different groups of external forcing currents and coupling intensities, and the results are plotted in Fig. 6 . 

As shown in Fig. 6 , positive Lyapunov exponents can always be found in the two-parameter space and Lyapunov dimen-

sion seldom is approached by integer, which means chaos can be triggered in the drive-driven system coupled by magnetic

flux. 

In a summary, the improved neuron model can consider the physical effect of electromagnetic induction and radiation,

and it could be associated with the memory of neurons because magnetic field can remember signals with distribution

of magnetic flux. We ever believed that synapse coupling can be effective to exchange signals between neurons. Our re-
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Fig. 3. Sampled time series for phase difference and variable difference are calculated at fixed external forcing current I ext = 2.5. For coupling intensity 

(a)(b) D = 0.02, (c)(d) D = 0.7, (e)(f) D = 0.12. The initial values for drive and driven system are selected as x 1 (0) = 0.01, y 1 (0) = 0.02, z 1 (0) = 0.003, ϕ1 (0) = 1.01, 

x 2 (0) = 0.01, y 2 (0) = 0.02, z 2 (0) = 0.003, ϕ2 (0) = 0.01. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

sults confirmed that exchange of magnetic flux and coupling under electromagnetic field can also be helpful to change the

dynamical properties in electrical activities of neurons, and appropriated modes of electrical activities can be selected by

setting appropriate coupling intensity when field coupling is applied. 

4. Open problems 

Indeed, the neuronal system is made of a large number of neurons, therefore, it is important to further investigate

the collective behaviors in electrical activities on neuronal networks. That is, we can further design appropriate neuronal

networks with different topological connections. For example, regular network, small-world network can be set up, the

pattern formation and selection, phase synchronization can be investigated on the neuronal networks, furthermore, the

external noise, electromagnetic radiation can be considered. It is predicted that synchronization can be reached, or regular

spatial patterns can be developed on the network when neurons are coupled by magnetic flux or electromagnetic field. It

could be helpful to understand the mode transition and occurrence of phase synchronization of neurons. It also can give

another effective way to understand the information encoding and exchange between neurons. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, based on an improved neuron model composed of magnetic flux that electromagnetic induction and radi-

ation can be described, the phase synchronization in electrical activities of two neurons is investigated under bidirectional

coupling of magnetic flux. It is found that phase synchronization can be stabilized by increasing the coupling intensity of

magnetic flux beyond certain threshold which is dependent on the modes of electrical activities and excitability of neurons.

We proposed a new mechanism and scheme for phase synchronization of electrical activities in neurons when the effect of

electromagnetic induction is considered in physical and biological view. That is to say, neurons could prefer to selection of

magnetic flux coupling than the previous synapse coupling or electrical coupling. It could be helpful to understand phase

synchronization of neuronal network under electromagnetic radiation. 
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Fig. 4. Sampled time series for phase difference and variable difference are calculated at fixed external forcing current I ext = 5. For coupling intensity 

(a)(b) D = 0.01, (c)(d) D = 0.02, (e)(f) D = 0.13. The initial values for drive and driven system are selected as x 1 (0) = 0.01, y 1 (0) = 0.02, z 1 (0) = 0.003, ϕ1 (0) = 1.01, 

x 2 (0) = 0.01, y 2 (0) = 0.02, z 2 (0) = 0.003, ϕ2 (0) = 0.01. 

Fig. 5. Distribution of largest Lyapunov exponent is calculated by setting different initials of magnetic flux. The initial values are fixed at x 1 (0) = 0.01, 

y 1 (0) = 0.02, z 1 (0) = 0.003, x 2 (0) = 0.01, y 2 (0) = 0.02, z 2 (0) = 0.003, ϕ2 (0) = 0.01. 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of largest Lyapunov exponents (left side of the panel) and Lyapunov dimension (right side of the panel) by setting different external 

forcing current and coupling intensity of magnetic flux. The initial values for drive and driven system are selected as x 1 (0) = 0.01, y 1 (0) = 0.02, z 1 (0) = 0.003, 

ϕ1 (0) = 1.01, x 2 (0) = 0.01, y 2 (0) = 0.02, z 2 (0) = 0.003, ϕ2 (0) = 0.01. 
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